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Siglar Carbon Index 

Siglar Carbon indexes are designed to provide charterers, ship owners, ship brokers and other shipping 

professionals with insight on expected carbon emissions on main shipping routes.  

The indexes are published daily, providing both a range of expected emissions and highlighting the expected 

emissions represented by the median observation in the search result. All ships that are assessed to meet the 

criteria for each route form the base for the index calculation. These criteria include load and discharge ports, 

date range for arrival load port, cargo type, quantity, and age restrictions.  

 

Method 
The indexes are calculated combining Siglar Carbon’s ship availability algorithms with Siglar Carbon emissions 

estimation models. A list of ships that in theory could meet the requirement for each index route is generated 

daily. Siglar Carbon use enriched AIS and fleet data with Siglar Carbon’s trained algorithms to decide whether a 

ship at the day of the report would be a theoretical candidate or not for the index route, considering the ships 

current location, laden condition and broadcasted destination. Thereafter Siglar Carbon’s data driven estimation 

model is applied on each set of available ships to produce the distribution of expected emissions for each index 

route. 

Siglar Carbon models emissions on an individual ship and voyage basis using a data first approach. Actual 

reported consumption data from ship voyages is collected at a granular level and used to train and optimize Siglar 

Carbon’s emission estimation model on a continuous basis.  

The index lower boundary is defined as the 5-percentile ship from the distribution of theoretical candidate ships, 

sorted by expected emissions. The median ship, i.e. the 50-percentile ship, is representing the expected mid 

emissions that is the emission number highlighted in the index report. The upper boundary is represented by the 

95-percentile ship. We use the 5-percentile and 95-percentiles as boundaries to prevent edge cases and possible 

extreme cases to impact the calculated index range. 

EU ETS cost exposure is provided for index routes that would become eligible applying principles from the current 

proposal to include shipping in the EU ETS scheme. Any changes from proposed to actual legislation will be 

reflected in the index.  

The exposure is calculated by applying the latest EUA spot quoted price to the estimated eligible CO2 emissions 

from each index route. Eligible emissions are 50% of emissions for voyages between a EU/EEA port and a non-

EU/EEA port, all emissions during port stays within EU/EEA and 100% of emissions for voyages between two 

EU/EEA ports. The EU ETS has a phase in period and for 2023 20% of the eligible emissions are to be accounted 
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for. The calculated exposure is presented in terms of USD lumpsum and in terms of USD per tonne transported 

cargo for the expected median emission ship, as well as for the lower and higher boundaries. 

 

Coverage 
Siglar Carbon produce a wide range of indexes. For the purpose of this report for Refinitiv Eikon users, four routes 

have been identified, all of which would be impacted by a coming inclusion of Shipping to the EU Emission Trading 

System. These are: 

 

- VLCC VL2e: The emissions based on a Siglar Carbon reference route for a VLCC from the North Sea to 

China 

- Suezmax TD20e: The emissions based on Baltic TC2 route definition for a Suezmax crude carrier from 

West Africa to ARA 

- MR TC2e: The emissions based on Baltic TC2 route definition for an MR product tanker from Rotterdam to 

New York 

- VLGC LPG2e: The emissions based on Baltic LPG2 route definition for a VLGC from Houston to Flushing 

 

 

 

Terms of use 
To be advised. 

 

 

Contact us 

Index responsible:  

Geir Olafsen 

index@siglarcarbon.com  

+47 91742808 
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